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the character, rondo ghina sahaku, is based on the last surviving member of the original three of the zeta gundam series, rondo ginebra. he is the one that was destroyed by the nine-tailed fox, and he also was the one
to destroy the hygogg unit itself. when he is given his own mobile suit, he becomes the leader of the seed destiny group, whose group is called the seed hunting group. he is much more aggressive than most mobile suit
pilots. he also has a habit of shooting his gun when he speaks. the character, gai murakamo, is based on the villain of the original gundam anime, gai yumemakura. he was a pilot with the allelujah heavy weapons corps,
who is later on promoted to colonel. he is one of the main antagonists of the video game mobile suit gundam seed destiny: generation of ce. now, twenty years after the events of gundam 0079, the year 2078 and the
eve of the 30th anniversary of the first war of the principality of zeon. following the declaration of war, a group of civilians calls themselves the gungnir (gundam's seed) and, with the assistance of the earth alliance,
launch a large-scale offensive on the mobile suit and mobile suit-related industries, seeking to close the gap between the two nations. as the fighting continues, it soon becomes apparent that the war itself is being led
by one of the mobile suit gundam seed series' more famous antagonists, char aznable. char's blitzkrieg strategy culminates in the destruction of the zeon capital of poseiden and the destruction of most of the territory
occupied by zeon at the time. the war continues, with the side with most mobile suits (the earth alliance) winning, but the war leaves a final, bitter taste for many who fought in it.
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a humble farm boy becomes a great soldier of the universal century. for the first time in the saga, the mobile suits are used not only as weapons, but also for reconnaissance. as a result, the story unfolds in a tense
atmosphere where the enemy has no qualms about killing civilians to strike fear into the hearts of the enemy. the classic universal century topics of war, politics, and politics (with an added dose of romance) are the

focus of the series. as the series unfolds, the story becomes much more complex. characters grow into adults as the story progresses. many more characters are introduced, and the narrative continues to shift from one
side to the other. the plot twists and turns are many, and this series offers a bit of everything. fans of the one year war, the uef, or the mobile suit gundam series in general should find something to enjoy here. the

hygogg is featured in the anime series, however, the anime series would make some changes to the hygogg. first, the two launch missiles on the back are modified to be four in number, each one of the missiles being
capable of being fired in rapid succession. second, the medium-caliber machine gun is replaced by the hygogg's main gun with a longer, wider barrel. third, the hygogg's original main gun is replaced by the msn-011's
main gun, which had a shorter, sleeker barrel with more effective performance against mobile suit armor. fourth, the hygogg can also use its bow as a missile launcher. this allows the hygogg to make itself more of a

threat to mobile suits, especially against mobile suits that have difficulty countering two missiles from the back. 5ec8ef588b
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